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MESSAGE FROM THE
TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR
Welcome to the fourth edition of the Hobie Fishing Series Newsletter.
This issue is our biggest yet and will give you an in-depth update on
what’s been happening over the last two incredible months.
We have crowned a new World Champion at the Fourth Hobie Fishing
Worlds presented by Rhino-Rack. 47 Anglers from 20 countries
spanning 4 continents converged on Vinkeveen, the Netherlands for
an intense three days competition in what was a testament to the
sport and camaraderie of Hobie anglers world wide.
More recently, we closed out the Hobie Kayak Bass Series on Lake
Macdonald, Queensland and crowned another champion angler in the
2014 Hobie Kayak Bass Series Grand Final. 2013 World Champion,
Richard Somerton took home the top prize after three exceptional
sessions on the water and capped off what has been a sensational
year of fishing.
The final round of the 2014 Hobie Kayak Bream Qualifying Series was
held in Paynesville, Victoria and determined the last of our 2014 grand
finalists. In just two weeks time the Hobie Kayak Bream Series Grand
Final will be held in South Yunderup, Western Australia, uniting the
east and west coasts in what is a truly national competition!

8.5cm 9.8grams Floating
Dives to approx 12ft

7.5cm

4.6grams Floating
Surface Slide Bait

Pro Tournament Team

Once again, I’d like to thank our sponsors, Daiwa Australia, Berkley
Australia (Pure Fishing), Atomic (Frogley’s Offshore), Lowrance,
Rhino-Rack, Power-Pole, Ecogear, StrikePro, Yamatoyo, Austackle,
TT Lures, Hog’s Breath Café and ABT. Without their continued support
it simply would not be possible to run events of this calibre.
Enjoy the newsletter and stay tuned at hobiefishing.com.au and
Facebook where you can keep up to date with all the latest tournament
news as it happens.

Steve Fields
Tournament Director

Rick Massie

Current holder of ABT Hobie Records
Biggest Bream 1.83kg
Biggest Bag 3/3 4.68kg

Patrick McQuarrie

Multiple Event Winner
Boss Hog Big Bream Winner
Currently ranked 5th in ABT Kayak

Joel Crosbie

Multiple Event Winner
Boss Hog Big Bream Winner
Currently ranked 9th in ABT Kayak

Nicholas Meredith

Multiple Event Winner
Boss Hog Big Bream Winner
Currently ranked 14th in ABT Kayak

Proud supporter of the ABT Hobie Series

Visit our website at www.jurofishing.com
Strike Pro Advert.indd 1
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TACKLE BOX
AUSTACKLE MSXi

AUSTACKLE RANGER 40S

STRIKE PRO CYBER CRANK DEEP

Assembled in Australia and backed with
a 5 year limited warranty, Austackle’s
MSXi reel is more than a quality assured,
good looking piece of hardware, It’s also
packed full of features.

Austackle’s Ranger is a suspending
lure with a Magnetic Long Cast System.
Make the distance! A heavy tail wobble
and body roll at slow speeds makes
this Ranger a brutally attractive bait
for a variety of salt and fresh water
species. Rolls and darts when twitched.
Particularly deadly on Bream and Bass.

Strike Pro has released 4 fantastic new colours
882G, 883G, 885 & 887G in its popular range of
Cyber Crank Deep lures.

7 Kilos, Carbon Drag, precision
machined upgraded brass-alloy gears
and 9+1 Anti-Corrosion Stainless Steel
bearings delivers heavy duty capability
and super smooth operation. Dual Cast
Control System with both Magnetic and
Centrifugal brake, combined with a
custom quick-release side cover allows
rapid adjustments to casting settings,
giving you ultimate control over casting.
With a recommended retail price of
$189, MSXi represents incredible value.
Compare it to any other reel on the
market on the basis of value for money,
and features. You’ll be impressed!

Length: 40mm
Weight: 3.3grams
Head to www.austackle.com.au
for more details

The Cyber Crank Deep has proven effective
whether fishing flats, structure, weed beds or
secondary drop-offs. It has a nice rolling action
with a tight head wobble and a swaying tail that
fish find irresistible.
The Cyber Crank Deep is 3.7cm long, weighs
4.3grams, dives to approx.6ft and comes fitted
with either Owner or Decoy Trebles.
This lure has proven deadly on Bream but is
also effective on Bass, Estuary Perch, Trout,
Redfin and Yellowbelly.
To find out more on the Strike Pro lure range
visit www.jurofishing.com
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TACKLE BOX
TT LURES – FROGGERZ JNR SPINNERBAIT

ZMAN – 5” POP SHADZ

The FroggerZ Jnr is the latest
spinnerbait release from TT Lures
and these frog profile spinnerbaits are
built from quality components, loaded
with features and are already proving
effective on Murray cod, bass, golden
perch and Saratoga.

Other quality components include a
silicone skirt, matched to the head and
trailer colour, chemically sharpened
black nickel hook and nickel and 24K
gold plated Colorado blades for plenty
of flash, vibration and a frog leg thump
under the water.

Features include a hand sculptured,
realistic frog profile with 3D frog eyes
and lively, 10X tough ZMan web-foot
frog leg trailer. A HeadlockZ grub
keeper ensures your ZMan, or other soft
plastic, trailer stays locked in place and
the included stinger hook turns short
strikes into hook ups.

FroggerZ Jnr are available in 9 colours,
two weights - 3/8oz and 1/2oz, with a
SRP of $16.95.

The ZMan revolution continues with the
release of the 5” Pop ShadZ, a surface popper
constructed from ZMan’s buoyant, 10X Tough,
super-soft and flexible, ElaZtech material.
With a baitfish shaped profile and cupped face,
designed to pop and spit water, the Pop ShadZ
will appeal to a wide range of surface feeders,
including barramundi, cod, mangrove jack,
trevally, tuna, mackerel and more.

More info at www.ttlures.com.au

Unlike hard bodied poppers, Pop ShadZ feel
real, so the fish continue to strike, even after
making contact with the lure.
Rigged weedless on a worm hook or unweighted
TT Lures 6/0 ChinlockZ jighead, the Pop ShadZ
will float, allowing anglers to work the lure
quickly across the surface or pause it and pop

it. The ability to weedless rig the Pop ShadZ
allows you to target the nastiest of timber,
weed, lilies and other structure that would
be difficult, if not impossible to target with
traditional surface poppers. Once a fish strikes
the Pop ShadZ its softness and flexibility allows
it to shift, revealing the hook point and hooking
the fish.
Surface fishing is heart stopping and addictive,
and now the ZMan 5” Pop ShadZ makes it
possible to fish the surface in any terrain,
without the empty pocket feeling if a fish buries
you deep in structure. Pop, twitch, BOOM!
Available in 8 colours, with 3 per pack and a
SRP of $11.95.
More info at www.ttlures.com.au
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TACKLE BOX
DAIWA PRESSO ROLLING CRANK
Good things come in small packages with
the new Presso Rolling Crank. Precision
designed and highly refined the Presso
Rolling Crank combines eye-catching
colour schemes and baitfish patterns with
heightened castability and variable diving
depth options to deliver anglers a new bite
sized crankbait option.

TD VIBRATION WOOFER TYPE-R
and tuned for maximum casting
performance, and swims deeper and
easier than most lures of the same size.

Featuring Daiwa’s super sharp, high
penetration SaqSas trebles this is the
crank that’ll make bream and trout
tremble with fear and anglers shake
with excitement. Finesse cranking has
An enticing tight-wobble action stands the never looked this good, performed this
Rolling Crank out from the pack, while a good, or been this economically priced.
mid (MR) and deep running (DR-SF) model
Visit www.daiwafishing.com.au
ensures anglers have the right lure to get
to the right depth.
Measuring 32mm in length, 2.8 (MR) &
3.6grams (DR) in weight, and diving to
1.3 (MR) and 2metres (DR) this is
a small crank that is designed

The dogs of war have been unleashed
with the return of the famous TD
Vibration Woofer. Back and better than
ever the new Woofer has received the
full Type R treatment to make it more
dynamic and performance driven than
ever before.

Tuned to perfection and featuring
Daiwa’s innovative SaqSas hook
technology the Woofer is back and ready
to attack.

TD VIBRATION WOOFER 106S TYPE R
Type: SINKING
Length: 65 mm
Featuring a lower centre of gravity, super Weight: 16.5 gm
tuned body and improved balance, the Depth: 0 – BOTTOM
TD Vibration Woofer Type R casts with
TD VIBRATION WOOFER 107S TYPE R
perfect balance for maximum casting
Type: SINKING
performance, and swims with Pro Tuned
Length: 72 mm
precision for optimum lure vibration,
Weight: 20 gm
both on the drop and when cranked.
Depth: 0 – BOTTOM
A weapon of mass destruction on a range
Visit www.daiwafishing.com.au
of Australian freshwater native species
including golden perch, Murray cod,
bass and sooty grunter, the new Woofer
will be equally as lethal in the salt on
species such as trevally, barramundi,
and fingermark.
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TACKLE BOX
NAUTIC KAYAK LIFTER
The Nautic Kayak Lifter is a complete
system for easily loading and unloading
sit on top kayaks. It is the only one in the
market that has an 80kg load capacity,
does not require any heavy lifting and
a single person can operate using the
included winch.
The unit is designed to be neatly stored
on the roof of your vehicle beside your
kayak when not in operation.
Visit www.rhinorack.com.au for details

Proud sponsors for the 4th Hobie Fishing Worlds
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BREAM SERIES ROUND 14: VIC

PAYNESVILLE
CHRIS BURBIDGE PICKS UP A HAT-TRICK, WINNING HIS THIRD
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES ROUND FOR THE 2014 SEASON

Paynesville, 17km from Bairnsdale in
the Gippsland region of Victoria, with
its direct access to Lake King and Lake
Victoria, played host to round 14 of the
Hobie® Kayak Bream Series.
As well as being home to diverse flora
and fauna, the hinterland township is
surrounded by lakes on three sides, with
canals and inlets providing plentiful,
sheltered, moorings for boats and
excellent kayak launching sites. Anglers
from up and down the coast, flock to the
lakes and waterways to target the regions
famous black bream.
Hobie has a long association with
competitive fishing in the Gippsland
region, and Paynesville, the third arena
selected from this incredible lake system,
is the penultimate tournament to be held
before the 2014 series grand final in WA
on November 22nd and 23rd.

DAY ONE
Anglers pedaled off from the PowerPole start line at 7:00am with a 7 hour
session ahead of them in which to land
the biggest bag of three bream. Clear
conditions, became overcast as the
day progressed and the predominately
Black bream came on the chew but the
fishing was generally tough on day one.
As the day one session came to a close
on choppy waters, the large field of 44
anglers began to accumulate and throw
their final casts around the Atomic
Launch site. By 2:00pm all key tags
were back on the board but only half the
field were at the Berkley Bump Tub with
fish for weigh in.
Fishing throughout the day was
challenging with only a few anglers
getting their full bag of three legal
Bream. The fish were not on the bite
early and were timid in the variable
conditions later in the day. Upgrades
were scarce in all locations across the
tournament arena.

Official Newsletter of the Hobie® Fishing Series.
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PAYNESVILLE
BREAM SERIES ROUND 14: VIC

At the completion of the weigh-in,
Chris Bribidge from Fern Tree Gully,
Victoria was leading the field with an
exceptional 3.53 kg bag, dominating
the 2.25 kg bag of Nathan Prezioso
from Victoria and Ty Hanley from
Victoria whose 1.74 kg bag placed him
in third with a day to go in the event.

DAY TWO
Under overcast skies, with
temperatures reaching 28 °C and a
10 kph breeze, anglers again pedaled
from the Power-Pole Starting Line for
what was to be another tough day on
the event arena.
After two long days on the water and
with all anglers safely back at the
tournament location, substantially
more bags were removed from the
Berkley Bump Tub and placed on the
scales for the day two weigh-in.
After waiting for the final confirmation
from the tournament director it was
announced that Burbidge had snared

the major prize for the event, taking
his third win for the series. Burbidge
won a hefty cheque and an excellent
sponsor prize pack for his two day
aggregate bag weight of 5.15 kg.
When asked about his plan of attack,
Burbidge said,

“After day one I just wanted to get a
bag of fish in Duck Arm and even if
they were small, I could then then
focus on upgrading.’
“I used short repeated hops on the
Ecogear VX blade in the early morning
on drop off’s, then later, I threw on
a Lay Down minnow and started
catching fish on the edges ”.
Burbidge has already qualified in
round one, at Glenelg, for the Hobie
Kayak Bream Series Grand Final to be
hosted in Western Australia. The two
qualifying spots were quickly scooped
up by second and third placed anglers
Ben Phayer from Mornington and
Justin Dingwall from Sale in Victoria
who both took home cheques and

sponsor prize packs.
WINNING WAYS
“I pre-fished Paynesville a few times,
about three and five weeks ago. The
pre-fish three weeks ago showed
me where not to go, saving me a lot
of effort and allowed me to spend
my time focusing on other locations
during the tournament”.
WINNING TACKLE
Rod: Duff Rod H2O 1-4 kg
Reel: Daiwa Luvis 2004
Line: Sunline PE 6 lb
Leader: FC Rock 3 & 4 lb
Lure: Ecogear VX in 426 and the
Nories Laydown minnow.

BEN PHAYER REELS IN
SECOND PLACE
Phayer in his maiden year has
become a regular on the Hobie Kayak
Bream Series scene. Paynesville
saw him net a full bag of Bream on
both days of competition, for a total

weight of 3.81 kg, giving him an overall
advantage in weight of .35 kg over the
third place finisher Justin Dingwall.
Phayer summed up his two days on the
water.

“I planned to fish drop offs and once I
got to where I wanted to go and I stuck
to my plan I found fish”.
An excited Phayer has now qualified for
the Hobie Kayak Bream Series Grand
Final in his first year of competing in the
series.
TACKLE USED
Rod: Marks Custom fishing rod
Reel: Daiwa SOL 2004
Line: Sunline 4lb
Leader: FC Rock 3 lb
Lure: Jackal Chubby Brown Sugi
Shrimp

CHRIS BURBIDGE BAGS THE HOG’S

BREATH CAFÉ BOSS HOG BIG
BREAM
Tournament winner, Chris Burbidge
also bagged the round’s biggest fish
and happily took home the Hog’s
Breath Café Boss Hog Big Bream
award, with no other challengers
coming to the scales with anything
close to his 1.51kg kicker.
Burbidge netted his winning bream
on day one at around 10:45am, using
a Nories Laydown minnow after
seeing some baitfish scatter along
the shore line structure in Duck
Arm.
On the hookup he knew his Big
Bream was a “bag kicker” when it
demolished his lure as he watched
on.“Other than a surface take it was
probably one of the best hook up’s I
have witnessed”

Official Newsletter of the Hobie® Fishing Series.
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Tournament winner, Chris Burbidge
also bagged the Hog’s Breath Café
Boss Hog Big Bream award for this
1.51kg kicker which he landed on the
Nories Laydown Minnow below.

Official Newsletter of the Hobie® Fishing Series.
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FROM OCTOBER 5 TO 11, 47 COMPETITORS FROM 20 NATIONS, SPANNING 4 CONTINENTS
CONVERGED ON VINKEVEENSE PLASSEN, LOCATED 20 MINUTES OUTSIDE OF AMSTERDAM,
FOR THE 2014 HOBIE FISHING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP PRESENTED BY RHINO-RACK.
IT WAS THE FIRST WORLDS TO BE HELD IN EUROPE AND IT WAS SPECTACULAR!

Official Newsletter of the Hobie® Fishing Series.

Wow!
What a tournament, what
a world championship!
I am so excited to have
won. I just can’t tell
everyone at home how
much I thank them for
their support all these
years, I’m just thrilled.
Steve Lessard, USA
2014 World Champion.

The ground breaking international
fishing tournament, now held on a
third continent, was originally born out
of Hobie Cat Australasia and was first
run in Port Macquarie, Australia in
2011. The second tournament moved
to Austin, Texas USA in 2012 and in
2013 the third championship returned
to Australia and was held in the East
Gippsland region of Victoria before
finally heading to the Netherlands this
year.
The 2014 tournament venue, Vinkeveen
Plassen is a huge man-made lake,
having been carved out of low-lying
peat wetland over of hundreds of
years. The centuries of peat harvesting
has resulted in bodies of water that
separate long, narrow strips of land
that offer anglers protection from wind
and heavy chop and the deep, cut out
canals provide access to structural
overhangs where predatory Pike,
Zander and Perch ambush their prey.
Hobie Kayak Europe supplied and
kitted out 50 new 2015 model Hobie
Pro Angler 12 kayaks, the first time
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this updated version of the popular
fishing kayak had appeared on
European waters. Each kayak carried
a Lowrance Elite 4 HDI sounder
mounted to the Hobie H-Rail, a
Power-Pole Micro and a Ram Mount
for camera placement. The kayaks
were personalized with individual
competitor names and national flags
decorated each bow.
The anglers first session on the
Dutch waters was the Lowrance
Navigation Day where tournament
rules disallowed fishing tackle to be
taken aboard the kayaks. Anglers
were permitted to make visual
observations and gather information
about structure, locations, distances,
and water conditions.
Using the
Lowrance sounder they surveyed the
topography of the lakebed to locate
and identify underwater structure and
vegetation. The sounder also allowed
them to discover areas where fish
were congregating and to identify the
species, helping to formulate a game
plan.

Using the Insight Genesis System,
sonar logs and structure scan
recordings were made to create depth
contour maps of the tournament
arena. As the tournament progressed
updated information was added
which provided the anglers with an
increasingly comprehensive layout of
the fishing arena.

Many an excited angler came back to
the Rhino-Rack Event Site with tales
of their first fight with a big Pike, a
tussle bringing aboard a Perch and a
few stories emerged of savage strikes
by Zander, while no one ever got to see
their colour shimmer in the crystal,
clear water. Those missed opportunities
were the beginning of the legend of the
championship, “the Elusive Zander”, a
After a day devoted to arena
fish that was rarely tempted and never
investigation, tactic and strategy
to be tantalized aboard by any angler
development the official Rhino-Rack
throughout the tournament.
welcome dinner for the tournament
was held on the evening of the In the interest of safety tournament
Lowrance Navigation Day. Anglers director Keeton Eoff cut the session short
were invited to speak in front of the due to a predicted weather change that
audience and to receive their official did eventually hit with force late on the
world championship jerseys and event Daiwa Pre Fish day. As anglers returned
pack donated by sponsors.
to shore, Manfred Gerg from Waghausel
in Germany landed a serious 90cm plus
The next morning excited anglers
Pike within 30m of the Rhino-Rack Event
grabbed their weapons of choice for
Site, a taste of things to come.
the start of the non-competitive Daiwa
Pre Fish Day. Loaded with their tackle, At the close of the Daiwa Pre Fish Day
they pedaled off from the Power-Pole and going into the first day of competition
starting line in all directions to take on many anglers were happy with the plan
the big predators, the Perch, Zander that they had formulated and many were
and massive Pike of the Netherlands. still glowing about their day’s catch,
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but none were disclosing locations. One
competitor who at the time didn’t want his
identity disclosed had set himself up for the
next three days by landing a huge Pike that’s
length, the ecstatic angler refused to divulge
except to say that,

“It was massive”.
It turned out to be well over one metre and the
angler turned out to be Steve Lessard from the
USA, the eventual winner of the tournament.
Lessard had discovered the right place to be,
the right technique to employ and the right
tackle to use.
As daylight hinted its presence on day one of
competition, anglers stood as the national
anthem of the Netherlands broke the
morning’s silence. Cheers went up as the
cry of “Power-Poles up” echoed from the
tournament director and the siren sounded
for the start of the competition. The 4th Hobie
Fishing World Championship presented by
Rhino-Rack was underway.
As the day progressed winds of more than
35kmh tested the angler’s patience and saw
many competitors head to the protection
of the canals, away from the more exposed
northern side of the lakes. The 2011 world
champion Scott Baker (AUS) stuck to an
exposed location and was rocked around in
the testy conditions but he was upbeat about
the first day of competition.
“I had a really good day today, I fished with
Richard (Somerton) but I dropped a couple
of Perch early on and Richard caught a few.
Then we headed into a bay, came out and I got
a 68cm Pike, and my legs started to shake.
I couldn’t even pedal I was that excited. I
dropped a couple of other fish near the boat,

but that’s fishing. I watched Richard land
some absolute behemoths, so that was great
fun”.
Steve Lessard (USA) enjoyed his first day in
a Hobie Fishing World Championship and
finished day one sitting in second position.
“I had an awesome day. I caught two out of
the three species, which was very satisfying. I
got a Pike and a Perch, a very nice Pike and my
Perch is a legal Perch, it’s a 25 but that’s good
enough. I’m very excited to try and duplicate
that tomorrow and if so, I’ll be in good shape.”
2013 world champion, Richard Somerton
from Melbourne, Australia completed day one
leading the tournament.
“I did alright today, it started off pretty
slow, I could find fish but getting them to bite
was pretty hard. I ended up getting a couple of
Perch pretty early. Then I gave Scottie (Baker)
a bit of a hand with (measuring) one of his
fish and then I picked up a nice Pike myself.
I upgraded a Perch later on, while looking
for Zander. It was a cracking Perch too, 47 I
think”.
There were some excellent catches on day
one with 24 anglers recording scores on the
Lowrance Leaderboard. Two Pike measured
in over 1 metre, including the largest of the day
caught by Steve Lessard (USA). The biggest a
47cm specimen caught by Richard Somerton
(AUS) would remain the largest Perch caught
during the world championship.
Zander, were quickly earning their inglorious
reputation for the tournament, as “The Elusive
Zander”. Touches were few and far between
and none were bought aboard any angler’s
Hobie kayak.
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The penultimate day of competition commenced
with half the field needing a massive day to stay
in the race for the championship title. Early in
the day while the overnight cloud cover had not
broken the fish were very active. Later in the
session if anglers could find them, Perch and
Pike were a little more selective but still on the
bite if teased with the right presentation as they
lay in wait for their prey.
Zander remained the prize catch of the
tournament and talk began to develop that if an
angler was to catch a Zander they may very well
“catch” the world championship.
There was a lot of movement on the Lowrance
Leaderboard on the second day, as day one
leader Richard Somerton (VIC) came back
to the Rhino-Rack Event Site empty handed,
making way for the consistent performing,
hot shot, Steve Lessard (USA) to move into the
lead on 252cm. 24 year old Kyle Moxon (CAN),
climbed seven places to leap into second place
on 180cm, while Rob Appleby Goudberg (GBR)
moved from fifth into third after two strong days
in the championship accumulating 174cm.

Somerton held on to fifth but the big moves
were being made by the favoured Europeans
with Dan Andre Aarsvold (NOR) leading the way,
jumping from thirteenth to fourth on 143cm.
Daniel van der Post (NED), the pre-tournament
favourite was now threatening at sixth on
130cm, having climbed from a disastrous no
score on day one. Staffan Jorup (SWE) had
also moved up, making the climb, to seventh
position on 123cm.
On the final day of competition, a select group
at the top of the Lowrance Leaderboard, were
chasing the prized world champion title. For
the remainder of world’s best kayak anglers
the bragging rights of being a top ten finisher
in an incredibly competitive field was the aim
of the day.
To make things even more interesting, Richard
Barth from Hobie Kayak Europe generously
offered an incentive to anglers of a Hobie
Revolution 11 kayak for the largest Zander
caught over 53cm. A target many of the anglers,
particularly those who were out of the running
for a top ten finish, had a serious crack at.

Tournament leader Steve Lessard (USA) was
nervous but excited as daylight began to break
on the Power-Pole starting line. He pedaled off
on the final day of his first world championship
with a comfortable lead and an attitude to just
do his best. He worked the same area in the
far, small, lake that had given him the numbers
to sit atop the Lowrance Leaderboard with his
252cm aggregate score, a solid 72cm lead.
Fish refused to strike, and as the morning
wore on Lessard became a little panicky as fish
continued to resist his power presentations.
If tempted at all, the Pike and Perch that had
been interested over days one and two were
extremely timid on the take.
The situation was a surprise to most anglers
in the tournament who thought the fish would
show their most aggressive nature during the
early morning. Pike began to show interest a
little later and were hungry to feed from around
9am when they began smashing presentations
with an identifiable hit, shake and roll.
Changes in strategy, by many anglers, were
obvious as areas that had seen a lot of fishing

lay deserted and spots like the small lake, that
Lessard and mostly Americans had previously
been working, became more crowded. It
appeared they knew it was where Lessard had
been able to create his healthy lead and they
were up for a piece of the same action.
Many Hobies also crowded the Zander’s
preferred murkier waters and tackle and
presentations were aimed specifically at the
species. Some throwing the proverbial “Whole
tackle box” at the “Elusive Zander” in the hope
of being the first to catch the notorious fish and
winning themselves a new Hobie Revolution 11
kayak.
After an early struggle with absolutely no luck
and stress levels increasing, Lessard did all
that was required to hold his lead and was
ecstatic after finding out his score at the close
of day three of 112cm from a Pike measuring
in at 83cm and a Perch at 29cm was enough to
win him the world championship.
The massive roll Lessard had been on in the
States with an incredible strike rate of five
straight tournament victories before arriving
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in the Netherlands continued. His run of
victories was now six from six including the
elite title of Hobie Fishing World Champion.
An excited Lessard found it difficult to hold
back his feelings.
“Wow! What a tournament, what a world
championship! I am so excited to have won.
I just can’t tell everyone at home how much I
thank them for their support all these years,
I’m just thrilled. The competition here is just
incredible. A wonderful tournament staff
accommodated us in every way, thank you so
much. Thank you to all of the competitors for
being so courteous, working together and for
the tough competition. Anyone of us could
have won, it’s just that it was my day and I
want to once again thank everyone who has
supported me, Wow!”
“Today I struggled for the first two hours
with the pattern that I was on yesterday. That
pattern didn’t pan out so I had to make an
adjustment and the power fishing that I had
been doing was not working. The fish had
moved and I went to finesse fishing, I went to
a small jig and I caught my first Pike and was
able to stay with that pattern and upgrade
that Pike to another one. I went from a 65cm
up to an 83cm with my second Pike. Then I
went Perch fishing and immediately I got it in
the area that I wanted to be in, I caught the
biggest Perch, I caught in the tournament a
28. So I’m just very, very excited”.
The silver went to Canadian Kyle Moxon, from
Ontario, who was never going to let Lessard
walk away with the title without a decent
fight. The two worked a similar area through
the early part of the session. Having no real
luck Moxon decided at around 8:30am that
it was time to try the south side of the main
lake. He pedaled under the drawbridge that

defined the entrance between the two lakes
and threw just a few casts before the action
was on, the change of location appeared to be
the right move as he landed Pike on Pike in
less than ten minutes. Pulling onboard five
in all, they were never big enough to overhaul
the 72cm lead Lessard had on him but Moxon
was happy with his performance in his first
world championship.
“I’m lost for words right now, I held
my second position. I couldn’t catch the
American but I had a great time. I’d like to
thank everyone at home for all of the support,
it’s been awesome and I’m really happy to
represent my country here, I’m sorry I didn’t
bring the title home but I’m happy with my
second. I caught five Pike today my biggest
went 66cm and then I went after Perch and
my biggest went 28cm. I’ve been at a lot of
tournaments at home but this is the biggest
stage that I have been on. What a great time,
what great people this has been a real special
experience”.
Lessard and Moxon had gone into day three
in first and second positions respectively and
held on to win those medals. The bronze
story, however, was one of a real fight back
from Aussie Kevin Varty, from Nowra in New
South Wales, who had sat in a distant and
unlikely twenty seventh position at the end of
day one.
At the close of day two he had fought his
way up to seventh and on the final day of
competition he finished with the highest score
of the day at 130cm, giving him an aggregate
score of 206cm to win him the final place on
the podium. Varty had limited preparation
for the tournament, qualifying just two weeks
earlier at the last of three world’s qualifying
tournaments held in Australia. Before that
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qualifying win, Varty had sensed he would be
heading to Amsterdam and therefore refused to
make travel arrangements with the rest of his
family, because of his premonition that he would
qualify for the world championships. When his
anticipated destiny actually did come to fruition,
Varty knew that something special awaited him.
“Before the qualifying round in Australia
my wife was planning a trip to South Korea that
would be at the same time that the worlds were
on in the Netherlands. I said to her that I can’t
come, I’m going to win a place in the Hobie
Fishing World Championships. She thought I
was crazy, but here I am”.
“On day one I didn’t catch any fish at all and
I was pretty unhappy with that. On day two I got
a 76cm Pike on 3lb braid and 3lb leader and
that put my heart in my mouth there for a few
minutes. I was panicking a bit. Then just as I
got him in the net the line broke, but I had him,
so that was all good. Coming into today I just
didn’t know what to expect. Could I get another
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Pike? I didn’t know, but I just went back to the
same spot I’d been to the previous day and did
the same thing. Just casting under the trees
and letting the lure sink to the bottom, slowly
hopping it back to the kayak and it paid off, I got
my Pike at 95cm”.
“Then I went after the Perch. I got one at
30cm and I was just about to take the photo and
he flew off the measuring board and into the
drink. I was shouting out ‘Oh! No. Oh! No’. I
quickly cast my rod back into the same spot and
straight away I pulled out one at 35cm”.
“Seriously this is a great place, I love being
here, I’ve had just a great time. Great sponsors,
great people, everybody’s been awesome. I
couldn’t have imagined it could be so good and
I’m stoked to be third in the world”.
At the end of the three days of exciting
competition, it was Steve Lessard from Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, USA who was crowned the 4th
Hobie Fishing World Champion after consistently

landing two species on each day of competition.
Another commendable aspect to his victory was
the fact that Lessard became the first angler
from outside of the host nation to win the world
championship after previous victories by Scott
Baker (AUS) in Port Macquarie, Australia in
2011, Marty Mood (USA) Austin, Texas, USA in
2012 and Richard Somerton (AUS) who won in
East Gippsland, Victoria, Australia in 2013.
At the Rhino-Rack Awards Dinner, anglers
were asked to select a fellow competitor
whom they thought best exemplified the spirit
of the world championship. The Hobie Fishing
World Championship Sportsmanship Award
was introduced to recognise and reward
excellence in Hobie’s highly regarded traits of
sportsmanship, character and camaraderie.
British angler Ian (Dizzy Fish) Harris was
singled out by his fellow competitors and was
overwhelmed to find that he had been awarded
the honour and even more shocked to discover
that he was to receive a wildcard entry into next

year’s world championship, with the added
bonus of flight and accommodation costs being
covered by tournament naming rights sponsor
Rhino-Rack.
The first world championship to be held in Europe
was a tightly fought competition and a brilliant
event. A new world champion was crowned
and a prestigious new award established and
presented. While always a highly competitive
and fiercely fought fishing tournament, the 4th
Hobie Fishing World Championship remained
an occasion where like-minded people got
together, socialised, talked fishing, made
lasting friendships and went away richer for
having played a part in this truly unique event.
What of that elusive Zander? The legend lives
on, “Elusive” the Zander remains
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Loaded with features the 2015 Hobie®
Outback is kitted out with the
comfortable Vantage CT seat, it has
increased stability and is loaded with
thoughtful features such as molded-in
rod holders, generous below deck
storage options, and the smooth Twist
and Stow rudder. The versatile Outback
is ready for your next outdoor adventure.
The MirageDrive® has revolutionised
kayak angling by allowing you to fish as
you pedal the kayak with your feet. Now
with Glide Technology, resistance is
further reduced, giving you more power
per stroke for a smoother, more efficient
ride than ever before.
Find out more at hobiecat.com.au
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HOBIE FISHING NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBE
NOW
For an in depth update on everything that’s happening within the
Hobie Kayak Fishing tournament scene and more, subscribe to the
newsletter and have it delivered, direct to your inbox, every month!
Don’t forget, you can also download past issues and catch up on
everything that’s happened so far.

GRAB YOUR PAST ISSUES NOW
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AS THE SUN ROSE OVER THE WATERS OF QUEENSLAND’S LAKE MACDONALD
23 ANGLERS BUSILY PREPARED THEIR HOBIE KAYAKS FOR THE THREE
SESSIONS OVER TWO DAYS OF THE HOBIE KAYAK BASS SERIES GRAND FINAL
WHICH WOULD SEE A NEW KAYAK BASS CHAMPION ANGLER CROWNED.
Located 15 minutes inland from the
iconic coastal Queensland tourist town of
Noosa, Lake Macdonald is held back by 6
Mile Creek Dam and its back water has
a surface area of 260ha with an average
depth of 6m.
The area around the lake is brimming with
a vast selection of native plant, animal
and bird life and the lake itself is well
stocked with species including Saratoga,
Golden Perch and the target species for
the grand final, Australian Bass.
The event site was a buzz as anglers from
up and down the East Coast prepared
for their first session on the tournament
arena.
The Lowrance Navigation Day is a
no fishing day, however, provides the
opportunity for competitors to reconnoiter
the venue before the commencement of
the three session competition.
The Hobie Cat Australasia factory supplied
2015 Hobie Pro Angler 14 kayaks, made
their Australian debut and were eagerly
received by the grand finalists. The
new skeg and MirageDrive with Glide
Technology were a big hit giving superior
tracking and a substantial increase in
speed for less effort.
Anglers were allowed to make visual
observations and gather information using
the Lowrance Elite 5 CHIRP sounders,

which provide better definition between
bait schools and target fish, to locate
areas where fish were congregating.
At the end of the day, our 23 grandfinalists had set a course for the next two
days of competition that they hoped would
be enough to land them the coveted title
of ‘2014 Hobie Kayak Bass Champion’!
As anglers pedaled off from the PowerPole starting line on the first competition
day, they were met by excellent conditions
that were set to improve throughout the
afternoon. Barometric pressure was at
1020 hPa and rising and many competitors
were more than a little excited at the
prospect of there being plenty of Bass on
the chew.
The day was broken into two separate
sessions in the hope of getting a second
crack at the water in the cooler hours of
the afternoon. Richard Somerton from
Victoria took the lead early, returning
from the first of two sessions with 3 Bass
for 133cm and a 5cm lead over Daniel
Brown from NSW, a lead that increased
to 45cm by the end of the shorter, second,
afternoon session.
With the first day of competition over,
Somerton led with 6 bass for 250cm,
followed by Daniel Brown with 5 bass for
205cm and John Noble from QLD was in
third place with 4 bass for 163cm.
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When asked about the two session
format Somerton replied “We were all
just thinking ‘Just gotta get three legals,
that’s all we need, three legals’. I just
powered up to a spot and then watched
the clock on the Lowrance ticking down
the whole time. Then, once I got my fish, I
just got out of there.”
As the grand-finalists entered the final
day of competition, 111cms separated the
top 5 places and meant that anything was
possible and could still happen. Anglers
busily prepared their Hobie kayaks for
the 8 hour session which would see a
new champion crowned.
Anglers left the banks of the Atomic
Launch Site and jockeyed around the
Power-Pole Starting Line in glassy
conditions with a 32ºC day in front of
them. Barometric pressure was at 1015
hPa and again rising with clear skies and
a ENE tail-wind of approximately 30 km/h
expected around 2:00pm for their return.
Everything was set for another great day
of fishing.
As temperatures peaked, more than a
few anglers returned to the the event
site ahead of time to hand in the catch
and cards and photos, await their result,
and find their place on the Lowrance
Leaderboard.
When all results were finalised and
confirmed by the Tournament Director,
2013 World Champion, Richard Somerton
from Victoria was crowned the 2014 Hobie

Kayak Bass Series Champion, capping
off a fantastic year in kayak angling. His
impressive 370cm aggregate fish length
placed him comfortably ahead of the field
with a commendable performance by
runner up Daniel Brown from NSW with
a total 318cm catch and John Noble from
QLD whose 295cm bag won him the third
position on the podium.
Bass Master Elites qualifier Carl
Jocumsen, recently returned from the
USA was on hand to help out with the
afternoon’s awards ceremony and asked
our anglers a few questions about their
time on the water.
Describing his three sessions, the new
Bass Series champion, Somerton said,
“In the first session, I tried a bit of surface
early with a little mazzy pop, I ended up
pulling a 38 just waking it underneath the
surface, then that went quiet so I picked
up a spinnerbait and had my bag by about
quarter past eight in the morning and
then I could start looking for upgrades.
After I’d found a few upgrades, I left some
fish biting in a bay for the 2 hours of power
of the second session, I just powered
straight there. It was a bit of a hike so I
was watching the clock the whole time.
Once I had three legals I thought‚’I need
to get back’, so I fired off one more cast,
upgraded and then raced back.
On day two I had to get over a bit of
hoodoo, cause I’ve had a couple of bad

second days recently, and I got on to a
bunch of undersize fish early on and I
thought ‘here we go!’ I knew the spot
didn’t fire until the afternoon so I went up
the system, got my bag and then headed
back to my first spot and upgraded in the
arvo”.
WINNING WAYS
“I was getting them just off the weedbed
at around 4 metres, and I just stayed
there. I was telling the boys, ‘just stay
at 4 metres’ and today they did and they
filled their bags”.
WINNING TACKLE
Rod: Duffrods 7’ Baitcaster and
		spin
Reel: Daiwa Exist, Daiwa Tatula, 			
		 Daiwa TD Zillion
Line: Daiwa Sensor Braid, Berkley
		Fireline
Lure: TT Vortex Spinnerbait
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Daniel Brown, who placed second in the
2013 Hobie Fishing Bass Grand Final also,
netted a catch of Bass that measured
up short of the tournament winner by
52cm, nevertheless it gave him an overall
advantage in length of 23cm over third
place, podium finisher John Noble.
Brown summed up
performance by saying,

his

grand

final

“Two times a bridesmaid! I’m going to have
to make it work next year. But seriously,
it was a great competition. I loved the
three-session format, another hour on
the second session would have been even
better. The venue was great. This is the
first time I’ve fished Lake Macdonald, it’s a
great, smaller venue with plenty of options.
I loved the weedy edges. That’s where I
found my fish”.
TACKLE USED
Rod:		 Daiwa Black Label
Reel:		 Daiwa Freams, Daiwa
			Certate
Line:		 10lb Shinobi Braid
Leader: 8lb Daiwa Tournament
			Leader
Lure:		 Vortex Spinnerbait in
			Purple Nightmare

Third place getter in the grand final and
winner of Round 3 at Moogerah Dam, John
Noble from QLD brought an exceptional
132cm bag back to the Berkley Measuring
Table after session 3. Among them was the
biggest Bass of the grand final measuring
in at a massive 47cm and securing him
the Hog’s Breath Cafe, Boss Hog Big Bass
Award.
His “Big Bass” was landed on a Lucky Craft
LCMG Power Pointer rod with a Quantum
TE100HPT reel, using 10lb Fins Braid with
10lb Rockfish leader. The 47cm Australian
Bass smashed a Jackall TN60 Silent Brown
Dog.
That concludes the Hobie Kayak Bass Series
presented by Daiwa for 2014.
The Bream Series grand final will be held
on the 22nd and 23rd of November at South
Yunderup, near Mandurah, in Western
Australia where we will crown our final
‘Champion Angler’ for 2014.
Stay tuned to hobiefishing.com.au and
facebook for details as well as the release of
the calendar for both series in 2015.
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Third place-getter, John Noble also
bagged the Hog’s Breath Café Boss
Hog Big Bass award for this 47cm
monster which he landed on the
Jackall TN60 Silent Brown Dog below.

